
 

 

By writing this, it probably will put me in the spotlight and people may well define me as a discriminator 

(which I am not). Now I can use all kind of political correct words to explain the point of this message 

however I will not.  

Mainly because it is not my point but it is Gods point (word). Why do Christians in this time and age find 

is so tough to take a clear stand on what seems to God - an abomination. We do not choose to believe 

or walk according to our values but those of God and if we do not represent Jesus Christ and God as they 

are - what kind of Gospel are we then reflecting. Again, I am not going to soften the blow simply 

because the truth of God’s word supersede everything, nor do I have to defend Him – God is quite 

capable to take-up his own cause. Homosexuality is an abomination - however, it now has become an 

accepted lifestyle and that is not according to His will. 

Homosexuality is not: 

1. A psychological problem 

2. Part of someone’s identity  

3. A disease 

4. A mistake of nature 

Homosexuality is: 

1. A lying spirit that came to existence due to idolatry (Roman 1:18-30 

The resolution  

1. Is repentance, absence of sin and the truth. 

Are we so afraid to proclaim Gods truth? Yes there is much more to the theology and doctrine, however 

it does not change the outcome of the written Word. We can only preach the truth and not 

compromise. Yes we will love regardless with the Love of God and all Judgement has been given to the 

Son (Jesus Christ) John 5:22. Since God is Holy and Love so is Jesus the Son and he judges in Love. We 

are to follow Him and we approach this world by telling the truth only there in is anyone’s freedom. 

Holland is a small nation who’s choices impacted the world on many levels, sadly on which many the 

wrong ones. Such as legalized prostitution, legalized drugs, sexual immoral behavior, abortion, gay 

marriage, etc. They advocated on major issues to the world leading them in a down spiral of sin and the 

USA as a great nation through the Supreme Court accepted Gay marriage as a right to be just 

throughout the whole nation. Causing their own down spiral further and Gods response to any nation on 

any matter will come only when the cup is full (now this can be good or bad). We as ambassadors, as 

salt and light we need to take a stand, how? 

1. Speak the truth 

2. Pray more for our/any nation(s) 

3. Pray for moral values 

4. Not to participate in religious demonstrations (totally makes no sense, no biblical foundation) 

Our end goal is that people get to see the real Jesus Christ not the political right one, pray and speak the 

Word of God as is. 

 


